BUCKET BOYS CD “THOUGHTS ON AN ELECTRIC CHAIR”
(BOGEYMAN MUSIC, BM-1115)

"more great sounds of desert and sunset"
They love the music of Tito & Tarantula or Willy Deville, spent a lot of time watching movies like „From
dusk till dawn“ or „Desperado“ and continued making their very own style – the sound of desert and
sunset by the BUCKET BOYS.
Playing a mixture of rock, blues and country, sometimes sounding in surf, roots or americana-style and
with a little piece of tex-mex – that’s the soundtrack for a ride in a 59 Cadillac-convertible,
straight through the desert. A pumpgun on the backseat and maybe more in the car’s trunk, thirsty and
looking for the state police ...
The BUCKET BOYS keep the dream alive, on endless miles on the highway, hundreds of gigs and
phantasies made from tequila – can’t believe it’s for 20 year this october!
And now enjoy their next baby - BUCKET BOYS' CD no. 9 „Thoughts on an electric chair“.
After never-ending sessions in their studio called the „desert-room“ in the outskirts of the town it’s a
kind of concept-album you don’t listen to very often. 13 songs are 13 thoughts of a condemned man,
sentenced to death, watching his own life like a movie minutes before the last step will be done. Every
song is one story of this life. At the end, he knows not to change too much, if there would be another
chance. Except the situation which leads to the jury’s judgement. Sure.
The BUCKET BOYS’ music is to paint pictures in the listener’s head, it’s a movie for the ears, like all
the years before, but maybe not in this very exciting, urgently way like now on „Thoughts on an
electric chair“ …
Distributed by TIMEZONE (Osnabrück/DE), worldwide on iTunes, Amazon, Google Play, Spotify …
contakt / booking / merchandising:
BUCKET BOYS, c/o BISHOPS AGENCY | Winkeln 141 | D-41068 Mönchengladbach | Germany
TEL +49-2161-953995, FAX +49-2161-953999, BIAgency@Bucket-Boys.com
www.Bucket-Boys.com
CD-releases BUCKET BOYS at BOGEYMAN MUSIC:
CD SPANISH SUN (9/1999)
(+ ”CUSTOM SHOP COLLECTION”-CDs SPANISH FUN / SPANISH PUN)
CD DEEP DEPARTURE (12/2000)
CD SWEAT (7/2003)
CD HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD (5/2006)
Maxi-CD SUNSET BAR (4/2007)
CD KILLING CLUB (5/2009)
CD LEAVIN' GAIL (10/2011)
CD THOUGHTS ON AN ELECTRIC CHAIR (9/2015)
CD-release BUCKET BOYS at POPVIRUS SOUNDTRACK:
CD (instrumental) BURN BABY BURN (6/2014)

